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The Upper Wimmera Catchment
The Wimmera River in Western Victoria forms part of the Murray Darling
Basin. It is Victoria’s largest land locked system and terminates at Lake
Hindmarsh and Lake Albacutya south of the Wyperfeld National Park. The
Upper Wimmera Catchment refers to the catchment area upstream of the
Mt William Creek and Wimmera River junction encompassing an area of
3,027km2.
The main land use in the region is made up of mixed farming practices,
largely sheep and dryland cropping, but also includes enterprises such as
grapes, olives, forestry, vegetable production, cut flowers and other
livestock production such as goats, cattle, pigs and poultry. The region is
also home to mining industries and boasts a large tourism industry,
especially within the Grampians and Pyrenees Ranges. The population of
the Upper Wimmera is estimated to be around 15,000 people and is
predicted to remain relatively stable into the near future.
The Upper Wimmera has a strong indigenous cultural history and contains
many significant sites. Traditional owner groups from the region include
the Jardwadjali, Djab Warrung, Djadja Wurrung and the Wotjobaluk
People.
The region is home to an extensive array of flora and fauna including a
large number of threatened and endangered species. Since European
settlement, the region has been subjected to significant clearing of native
vegetation, which has resulted in numerous environmental issues. These
include loss of biodiversity and a degradation of water quality through
over-extraction, saline discharge and soil erosion.

Project Platypus
Project Platypus was founded in 1994 by Upper Wimmera Catchment
Landcare group members who saw the need for a network to deliver
larger scale projects across the region. The chosen icon was the platypus
as it was identified that much of the network’s activity would focus
around improving water quality, which in turn would benefit the
platypus.
Since its inception Project Platypus has achieved massive results
attracting over $14 million to undertake activities such as erosion control,
revegetation, protection of remnant vegetation, establishment of
perennial pastures, control of pest plants and animals and raised
community awareness of environmental and land management issues.
The success of Project Platypus can be attributed to its community
support, its grass-roots approach to problem solving and its ability to
relate to land managers and investors. Project Platypus has been
operating with fewer grant options over the past few years, leading to a
significant shift in the organisation to diversify its funding streams while
continuing a high standard or work in the agriculture, environment and
conservation field.

Project Platypus’s
mission is to work in
partnership with the
Landcare community
to improve the
environmental health
of the Upper Wimmera
River catchment while
maintaining and
improving productivity.
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Chair’s Report
It is my privilege to present the twenty-seventh annual report of Project Platypus Association.
Due to COVID our 2020 AGM broke new ground in having to be conducted by Zoom. At the
time it never occurred to me we would be in the same situation one year on! While regional
Victoria has, to some extent, been spared some of the effects of lockdowns they have still
impacted on how we operate. Despite such issues Project Platypus has continued to deliver a
wide range of environmental services and projects to the benefit of landscapes within the Upper
Wimmera Catchment, achieved a solid fiscal position, and made significant progress towards
developing and implementing a new strategic plan and funding model. These outcomes reflect
the hard work of our manager, staff, and volunteer Board. Thank you.
Effective community engagement and support of our Landcare groups is central to promoting,
delivering, and sustaining the benefits of our Landcare work. The role of a local Landcare
Facilitator is a key element of this. Sadly, in 2020 we said goodbye to Andrea Mitchell, our local
Landcare Facilitator. However, we have been very fortunate in appointing Glenn to the
Facilitator position who, because of his deep experience working in similar roles, has really hit
the ground running. This has ensured that Project Platypus has continued to work effectively
with Landcare groups, through educational forums and workshops, and collaborating with other
organisations in the Upper Wimmera Region. After a series of delays, the EOIs for the New 3year Victorian Landcare Facilitator roles (2021-24) were finally announced on 29/01/2021. I am
very pleased to report that, thanks to input from our Board, Manager, and the WCMA, Project
Platypus’ tendered a successful application in what was a competitive process.
This year, Project Platypus have submitted two nominations for the Victorian Landcare Awards:
(1) The ACM Community Group Award acknowledges an outstanding community group that is
improving sustainable land use and/or is undertaking on-ground action to protect, enhance or
restore the natural values of an area on behalf of the wider
community. Our nomination is Moyston Landcare Group.
(2) The Young Landcare Leadership Award acknowledges
an individual or a youth group between the ages of 15 – 35
years who promote excellence in Landcare through onground projects and/or awareness raising activities. Our
nomination is Matilda Venn.
As the result of a lot of hard work and enthusiasm
Parks Victoria has shortlisted the Black Range
Conservation Survey, led by the Black Range Land
Management Group and NGT, for the funding through
the Volunteer Innovation Fund. If successful the project
would develop and deliver a free bird, flora, and fauna
ecology course in partnership with Nature Glenelg Trust.
The course would develop 20 volunteers’ capabilities in
identification and conducting surveys, whilst developing
understanding for and love of the Black Range ecology.
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Chair’s Report continued..
A major milestone in Project Platypus’ history occurred this year. The organisation has relocated
from rental premises on the Western Hwy to new, Project Platypus, owned premises. The new
premises were previously owned by Apex but gifted to Project Platypus through the initiative of previous Chair Phil Hall. The mammoth task of transforming the premises from a basic shed to a multifunctional
office complex has been largely undertaken and driven by John Pye, with some help from staff and
Board members. Apart from being a much better facility, the new premises represent a significant
saving in rent. Undertaking the move, especially with the additional complexities of COVID, was a
huge job and we are very grateful to our Manager, Alistair, and staff for accomplishing it so
smoothly.
In May the Board and staff engaged in a facilitated workshop exploring the potential for new funding opportunities for Project Platypus and how these would be incorporated within our new Strategic Plan. The workshop was a major milestone in the process that has been championed and led
by Board members Leanne Jackman, Michael Greene and Jess Gardner.
On-ground works have continued to be a major focus during the year, real outcomes for the environment, community and landowners. This has included fee-for-service work for Shires and Vic
Roads, and working with Private landholder and Landcare Groups on invasive plant and animal
control.
Plant-outs are an integral part of the annual calendar but, yet again, were significantly curtailed by
COVID restrictions. As a result of restrictions several plan-outs had to be conducted by Project
Platypus staff as opposed to volunteers.
Going forward Project Platypus will build on its stable financial position through development and
implementation of review of our 2022-24 Strategic Plan, identifying new opportunities for support
and partnerships, and continuous improvement of the organisation’s processes and procedures.
In concluding I need to make a number of important acknowledgments.
Project Platypus staff have worked well above beyond in what has been a challenging year, thank
you.
Project Platypus would not have its new accommodation without the herculean efforts of John Pye,
thank you John.
Finally, I would like to acknowledge the generous financial support from the Geoff and Helen
Handbury Foundation and ACE Radio Broadcaster, and support from a large network of partners
including our network of Landcare groups, the Wimmera CMA and the Central Victorian Bio-links
Alliance. Thank you.

Clive Carlyle.
Chair Project Platypus
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Project Platypus Staff members 2019-20
Allistair Stephens

Manager

Julie Andrew

Finance Officer / Field Officer

Lachlan McIntyre

Project Manager

Dene Marshall

Invasive Plant & Animal Control Supervisor

Glenn Brookc-MacMillan

Local Landcare Facilitator

Lee Parry

Field Worker

Tony Dart

Field Worker

Wayne Randal

Field Worker

Above left: Reveg work at Western Quarries, Dunneworthy

Right: Shelter belt near Glenorchy
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Project Platypus Board 2020-2021
Project Platypus is governed by a volunteer Board which meets on a monthly basis.

Chair Clive Carlyle
Jallukar Landcare

Leanne Jackman
North Grampians Landcare

Vice-Chair Angela Turrell
Jallukar Landcare

Ian Nicholson
Stawell Urban Landcare

Secretary Mark McKew
Crowlands-Warrack Landcare

Peter Start
Crowlands-Warrak Landcare

Treasurer Ben Hughes
Concongella Landcare

Michael Greene
Elmhurst Landcare

Jess Gardner

Ex Officio members:
Allistair Stephens - Project Platypus (Manager)

Joel Boyd - Wimmera Catchment Management
Authority
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Manager’s Report
Exciting times for Project Platypus over the past twelve months with a lot of change and renewal signaling
a new chapter in the life of our organization.
One of the most exciting things to happen this year has been the redevelopment of the old APEX shed into
the new home of Project Platypus. It has taken a few years for everything to progress to the stage where
we have moved into the new office with most of the renovation work being completed over the past 12
months. John Pye has volunteered hundreds of hours to complete the renovation to an impressive standard of functionality and finish. Having watched him convert the colourbond shed to a fully fitted out office
with board room, kitchen and toilet over the last 12 months has been truly inspiring, the staff, board and
Landcare community of the Upper Catchment are eternally grateful. Thankyou John (and Bonny) for all
your sacrifice and hard work and ensuring the prosperity of Project Platypus into the future.
With the departure of Andrea Mitchell earlier in the year we have been fortunate in finding Glenn BrooksMacMillan to fill the position of Local Landcare Facilitator. Glenn has already plenty of experience as a facilitator and lives Landcare as a property owner and passionate community Landcarer. Project Platypus
has also been successful in extending the position for another three years through our application for the
new Local Landcare Facilitator program. Welcome Glenn and we hope you will have a long career with us
at Project Platypus.
Over the past year there has been some exciting developments in the way Project Platypus will go about
raising revenue going into the future. With financial support from Pacific Hydro we have engaged consultants Linda Parlane and Paul Bailey to help navigate our way into a new era of financial security. The old
model of being dependent on government grant money for our operations has proven to be unreliable in
recent years as grant opportunities become harder to come by and more competitive. The way forward for
Project Platypus will be more reliance on philanthropic and private donations and our fee-for-service work
in delivering invasive plant and animal control and revegetation services.
I feel the board has really stepped up over the past year with a lot of volunteer time being put into a range
of different issues and initiatives. The current board has an impressive range of expertise and experience
which is producing some amazing outcomes for the future of Project Platypus. We can never take people
volunteering their time for the betterment of the wider community for granted, thanks to everyone on the
board for your efforts and I look forward to working with you for the 2021-22 reporting year.
The continued support from the Handbury Foundation has made everything that has been achieved this year possible. Their very generous donation gives the manager’s position security and allows me, as current
manager, to focus all our efforts into on ground works achievements to
the betterment of our local environment, agricultural productivity and
community. Thanks again Rowly and Judy for your generous support
and everything the Handbury Foundation does for Western Victoria.
Lastly but certainly no less important is a big thank you to Loki, Julie,
Glenn, Dene and Lee for all their hard work over the past year. Their initiative and ability to pick up the slack for me over what has been a very
busy year has kept the ship sailing straight and true and it is a real joy to
work with you all.

Allistair Stephens
Manager, Project Platypus.
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Native Vegetation program
The 2020 revegetation season was turned upside down due to the COVID-19 pandemic. With restrictions on movement around the
state and also limits on public gatherings it was going to be difficult to run school and community plantings as we normally would.
Decisions had to be made well before July whether to schedule Plantout events or to start working out contingencies. It was decided
that we would plan one Plantout late in July to give as much time as possible for restrictions to stabilize and give some certainty to
what would be allowed after the initial first wave of infections was under control.
The Elmhurst Plantout was held on Carolyn McDonalds property off Sandy Lane to the east of Elmhurst. The planting site was close to
the previous year’s site and was again excellently prepared by share farmer Tom English. Conditions had been dry leading up to
planting with just enough moisture in the ground to keep the plants alive until the next decent bit of rain. It was a beautiful clear and
blue winters day with a really nice vista looking south to Mt Cole from the foothills of the Pyrenees ranges. Around 30 volunteers
attended, all locals and old hands at Plantout events. It ended up being a really enjoyable day to everyone with the site being completed by 4pm and many great conversations and laughs shared by old and new friends. Elmhurst Landcare group catered for the event
with Geoff and Jean Penna really excelling themselves providing amazing food and also bending up tree guards in the down time. At
the end of the day, about 2500 plants were in the ground and guarded and everyone went home very happy with a really enjoyable
and production day.

Guard making and a cuppa at Plantout 2020
A total of around 17,000 plants were planted for the 2020 season. Apart from the 2500 that were planted by volunteers at the
Elmhurst Plantout, the rest of the plants were planted by COVID-19 Working for Victoria works crew that were employed by the Wimmera CMA in Horsham. This program paid for by the State Government employed people that had lost their jobs due to the pandemic
to undertake landcare related work across the Wimmera. These crews save the day for the planting season and planted all the trees
that would in a normal year be planted by volunteers at Plantout events or school groups.
More planting was also completed for the Bulgana green Energy Hub on Vance’s Crossing road. The phase two landscaping bed of the
extension to the substation yard including a stock fencing component completed by Project Platypus staff.
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Last light and final trees go into the ground at English’s

Seed collected for reveg sites
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Windfarm vegetation screening works
Project Platypus has worked closely with the
Pacific Hydro Crowlands Windfarm to revegetation some of the roadside batters across
their site at Glendhu. Twelve different endemic
species were planted in areas at risk of erosion, bolstering biodiversity in the landscape.
Many of the sites were adjacent to reveg sites
delivered over 15yrs ago at Glendhu station,
which many people engaged through Project
Platypus would have fond memories of.
We are already planning on carrying out more
revegetation work across the Crowlands windfarm in 2022 as well as an extensive weed
control program.
The partnership formed between Project Platypus and the crew at Pacific Hydro has
strengthened each year and we look forward
to working with them on future environmental
projects and supporting local communities and
landholders.
Below left: Dene Marshall heads back to replenishing planting buckets

Above: Al and Lee digging holes on windfarm road batters
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Bulgana Green Energy Hub Vegetation Screen
Project Platypus has continued to work with NEOEN delivering a second stage of visual screening at the Bulgana Green Energy Hub.
The Bulgana Green Power Hub is Victoria’s first power
station to combine renewable energy with a large battery storage system and is a key part in Victoria’s clean
affordable energy transition. It consists of 56 Siemens
Gamesa wind turbines and a 20MW Tesla battery.
The energy produced will be exported directly into the
grid and some of it has been sold to Victoria, in support
of renewable energy targets.

The project provides many benefits
to the surrounding community including: a $120,000 annual Community Benefit Fund, employment
for local workers and opportunities
for local businesses.

Above: Project Platypus staff planting various species for Bilgana Green Energy Hub screening
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New office for Project Platypus
Over the past couple of years John Pye,
with assistance from others volunteers,
has worked tirelessly to get Project Platypus into their new premises at 9 Ormston
Rd in Stawell. This extensive project involved completely gutting out the old building and internal office/rooms to build a new
office, storage and workshop for Project
Platypus operations.
With assistance from a WCMA Working for
Victoria crew who helped onsite when field
work was cancelled or couldn’t be delivered. The crew proved that were indispensable and bought with them a fantastic aptitude for construction and a willingness to learn.

Signage on the new office

For a while there we thought the yard was becoming a second-hand and timber yard with supplies coming in from everywhere for the construction. Sinks, fridges, windows, timber, plumbing
and electrical fittings; it was getting out of hand. But sourcing all these items has made the renovations to progress with little outlay for what was built.

IT and tech connections were assisted by Andy Kalluri who helped up navigate the service providers and got our network up and running. Andy provides so much assistance and is always
happy to help out organisational queries.
Electrical work was completed by Ray Murphy and plumbing was completed by Giles Plumbing,
both local Stawell businesses.
Earthworks were carried out by David De Clifford including trenches to run water, sewage and
power, as well as excavating the site to allow for better access and drainage.
A huge thankyou to John Pye for all his efforts
and assistance in all areas of Project Platypus
operations. From taking on the management role
as a volunteer for over a year, to stepping into
managing all aspects of obtaining and building
the new office; he’s a jack of all trades literally!
John does so much for this organisation, Landcare and the communities where he lives always
looking for how he can make a difference through
his efforts and the support he has around him,
thanks again John.
New office space
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Invasive Plant and Animal Program
The 2020-21 financial year was one out left field. With COVID19 trying to get a stranglehold on Australia we saw so many changes and limitations to the way we deliver work. At times I wondered if
we would be able to complete a lot of planned projects and follow up. Rolling lockdowns and restrictions on movement, a shift to online meetings and partnership project work virtually impossible
to deliver as planned… but I give huge thanks to colleagues and partners for their will to adapt and
think outside of the box when it comes to delivering on-ground work.
Our team changed around a bit throughout the year with Dene Marshall being ever reliable and
adaptable in a time of change and turmoil. We saw a WCMA Working for Victoria crew based out of
the Project Platypus and led by Don Smale (ex-Project Platypus staff member) with a great bunch
of guys – Wayne Randall, Damon Bryce, Shekhar Sharma, Villiabre Vence and Lachie Rickard.
Having this crew meant that we could continue delivering valuable follow up work for Landcare
groups that didn’t have the grants normally available to them throughout 2020. And a huge thanks
to Ben Holmes and staff from the WCMA for working closely with us to get this crew trained up and
assisting with works. We ended the year with a new staff member joining the team – Lee Parry. Lee
comes with extensive outdoor experience across several sectors and industries and has fitted into
the Project Platypus team nicely.
Another thank you goes out to the
WCMA and Luke Austin for providing some valuable riparian money
for a few projects in the Jallukar,
North Grampians, Great Western,
Elmhurst and Landsborough Landcare areas treating many different
species of weeds and rabbit control.
A DELWP led region wide project
mapping and treating boneseed finished up the year which was an extremely valuable project for our
patch. This funding allowed for extensive work and follow up over
several months removing boneseed
by hand. Project Platypus and
Landcare groups have worked extensively for years to keep the
boneseed in check and this funding
allowed for a more extensive control
program. Thanks to Annie Hobby
and Brett Moar for their support with
this project.

Cape Tulip infestation near Pomonal
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Invasive Plant and Animal Program
The R. E. Ross Foundation funded a three year project which we began in this last financial year.
This project is looking to control and map an emerging weed in the Grampians area – Kunzea Leptospermoides or Yarra Burgan. This plant was first bought to our attention by ex-Parks Vic staff member David Hanscombe who expressed as concern for how it has established itself in Halls Gap in particular. Project Platypus are working closely with the Halls Gap community and Northern Grampians
Shire to control this plant with assistance from Landmate crews out of the Ararat Hopkins Correctional Centre. The plant is an environmental weed that threatens biodiversity and increases fire fuel
loads in residential areas.

We also expanded our fee for service work establishing new partners and strengthened old ones by
working closely with Trust for Nature, Royal Botanic Gardens Vic, Landmate, Regional Roads Victoria, Practical Ecology/Bush Blocks and Envirologic. New clients include Conundrum Holdings controlling weeds at two of their quarry sites; Pacific Hydro Crowlands windfarm spraying roadside weeds
and some rehabilitation, and Western Quarries where we carried out some rehabilitation and are
looking to managing there invasive species into the future.
In the 2020 21 financial year the fee for service side of the business delivered weed control across
2,300 hectares of land and a further 750 hectares of rabbit control work.
Lachlan McIntyre—Project Manager

WCMA Working for Vic crew hand removal of Kunzea Leptospermoides in Pomonal
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Engaging and Involving the Community
Elmhurst Plant out Aug 2020
We had the perfect winter’s day
with the Pyrenees Ranges as a
back-drop for our only public
planting event (Plantout) in
2020. Plant outs have been a
tradition for over 20 years at
Project Platypus but almost
thwarted this year by COVID19.
A Plantout just doesn't happen
it requires a mix of ideas, organisation, preparation, volunteers,
funding, time and support.
Project Platypus appreciate the
support of the Communities Environment Program grant from Member for Mallee, Ann Webster.
The funding provided for fencing, trees and a community event. We also thank Fifteen Trees who
provided trees for the project.
Wimmera Biodiversity Seminar (WBS)
Five events were run from Thursday 3rd September to Thursday 1st October 2020. Eleven guest
speakers spoke to the theme “From little things…”. There was a total of 674 bookings made up of
310 individuals. The total page impressions were 1458. This represents: an audience increase by a
factor of three (normally approximately 100 attendees); individuals attended an average of 2 sessions; attendees went to the Eventbrite booking page on average two times.
We were delighted to have members of our network participate:
 Speaker 1 - Julie Andrew - Stawell Urban Landcare
 Speaker 2 - Ange Turrell - Jallukar
Landcare
 Speaker 3 - Matilda Venn, Amateur
“Orchidologist” - A love of orchids, the
perspective of a high school student.
Andrea was involved with providing important information in the preparation of
the economic analysis of the value of
the Victorian Government’s Landcare
Facilitators Program. It demonstrates
that the $4M program generates $31M
in value – a benefit cost ratio of more
than 7:1. The report, commissioned by
Landcare Victoria Inc. was prepared by
the global consulting firm RPS Group. It
also demonstrates that if the wider social cohesion created by Landcare facilWimmera Biodiversity Seminar participants
itator activities is valued at $87M.
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We had the first of our member groups, Stawell Urban Landcare Group, conduct their AGM on Zoom.
This was the first time an AGM for our network has been hosted online. Some of our
groups postponed their AGMs and others undertook the online format.
We were delighted to be involved in the
award presented to Matilda Venn, young orchidologist, Young Best Friend award 2020
from the Victorian Environmental Friends Network.
A big thanks goes to Linda Parlane and Paul
Bailey for assisting Project Platypus navigate
through this program.
Matilda, 15, was nominated for the award
because of her research around native orchid species as well as participating in voluntary tree-planting efforts with Landcare network Project Platypus.
In mid-2021 we also nominated Matilda and also Moyston Landcare Group for specific categories of
the Victorian Landcare Awards.
Throughout the year our network groups were as busy as possible given the restrictions, some include:
Stawell Urban Landcare - Boneweed Blitz, Seed collection workshop, School Holidays Program
Northern Grampians Landcare - Prickly Pear working bee
Black Range Land Management Group - plant ID & get together, Bunjils Cave; Mt Rothwell Ecosystem Excursion
Jallukar Landcare Group - seed collection workshop, Stawell Racecourse
Elmhurst Landcare Group – Soil Workshop
Landsborough Landcare Group – Patterson Curse works
Concongella Landcare Group –
Cover Cropping Trials
Project Platypus Fundraising—
The board of Project Platypus,
staff and consultants have spent
time brainstorming and planning
new and innovative ways to build
business for Project Platypus.
While further details will be coming
out soon the emphasis was on
moving towards more iconic species for the organisation to help
protect and promote throughout
the region. This event was a great
opportunity for all members to
share their interests and passions
with a range of new ideas on how
to build investment in
Project Platypus!
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Emerging Weeds Project with R E Ross
Halls Gap Kunzea Leptospermoides
Project Platypus is working closely with the Halls Gap and surrounding communities to control
the spread of Kunzea Leptospermoides (Yarra Burgan) and the threat it imposes on the Grampians National Park
and surrounding reserves.
Yarra burgan (Kunzea leptospermoides, previously K. ericoides) is a tall (2-5 [<15]m) native shrub originating from
eastern Victoria and the NSW coastal hinterland. It is not indigenous to Halls Gap or the Grampians National Park.
Yarra Burgan was introduced to the region as an ornamental garden plant and has since spread forming dense
thickets which are a biodiversity threat and fire hazard.
Yarra burgan was initially thought to be a similar species, Kunzea ericoides, from New Zealand, but studies revealed it as an Australian native. It is a highly successful species in part due to changes in climate and hybridization. Yarra burgan looks very similar to the local Prickly Tea Tree (Leptospermum continentale) masking the problem as it looks to belong in the landscape. Its ability to out compete local native plants enables it to take over with
grave implications for the surrounding Grampians National Park natural values. The highly elevated fuel loads of
Yarra Burgan dominated thickets present a safety risk for residents in Halls Gap.

BEFORE
AFTER

With generous funding from the R E
Ross foundation, we have the chance
to carry out some detailed mapping
and targeted control to get the major
infestations reduced and look into the
best treatment options. This plant was
first bought to our attention by a former Parks Vic ranger in the Grampian’s National Park who was concerned about what he was witnessing
around 6yrs ago. We have utilised
some funding in the past to conduct
some initial trial treatments and mapping, but the current lot of funding
from RE Ross Foundation allows to
focus on controlling the plant for the
next three years.
Project Platypus is working with the
Northern Grampians Shire Council
and Halls Gap Community groups to
get on ground works underway and
look into town action plans and fire
mitigation plans to have the plant
identified as one of concern for the
area. We are also delivering the onground control with the assistance of
Landmate, who have proven to be
invaluable in treating the plant.
Lachlan McIntyre—Project Manager

Kunzea Leptospermoides removed from Scott Rd in Halls Gap
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2020-21 Breakdown of Revenue
Income

$ (%)

Fee for Service

$266,533.28 (51.5%)

Grants

$91,991,71 (17.7%)

Sponsorship

$5,180 (1.0%)

Interest Received

$171.56 (0.1%)

Sundry Receipts

$463.36 (0.1%)

Profit on Sale of Assets

$10,841 (2.1%)

Jobkeeper Subsidy (no GST)

$45,000 (8.7%)

ATO covid19 income

$17,755.50 (3.4%)

Donations

$80,039.68 (15.5%)
$517,977.00
revenue breakdown 20/21

Fee for Service 51.5

Grants 17.8

Sponsorship 1

Interest Received 0

Sundry Receipts 0.1

Profit on Sale of Assets 2.1

Jobkeeper Subsidy (no GST) 8.7

ATO covid19 income 3.4

Donations 15.5
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